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About This Game

The highly anticipated sequel to the critically acclaimed game Act of War: Direct Action picks up where the techno-thriller left
off. On the eve of the U.S. Presidential elections, simultaneous terrorist attacks hit both candidates. Clues point to corrupt

elements within the U.S. military, but also to the shadowy organization known as the Consortium.
You take on the role of U.S. Army Brigadier General Jason Richter, a career soldier and former commander of the 1st Special
Forces (Delta Force) who has been given control of an elite new anti-terrorist unit: Task Force TALON. From massive enemy
assaults to delicate hostage extractions, from classified spy missions to search-and-destroy onslaughts, Task Force TALON is

deployed to engage the enemy in hotspots around the globe. Using near-future weaponry, Richter's men will be pushed to their
mental and physical limits to contain a powerful unpredictable enemy bent on toppling the governments of the world.

Ultra-realistic modern military RTS with massive new features for both single and multiplayer

Over 50 new multiplayer maps and new single player campaign

Three new online multiplayer modes and customization options

Naval combat with advanced water physics and expanded technologies

Nine different mercenaries to expand the gameplay experience
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Over 50 new ships, tanks, planes, soldiers, and upgrades

Enhanced A.I., graphics, artillery and aircraft handling, and much more!
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After a certain point, the game becomes buggy and crashes often, and the battles become the same formula over and over. And
before you think the total war association means it's good, there is no management at all. You get gold from battles that you then
spend on units, no management or province development at all. Overall, fun in the beginning, but boring when you reach the
max upgrade on units.. This game lights my fire. Visually dull and ridiculously hard, to the point that it's unplayable. Didn't
enjoy it.. If u wanna play simple game this is what are looking for!. Great storyline. Once you start, you're gonna want to keep
playing to see what happens.Find your upgrades like Metroid. I highly recommed it.. This is the first Match-3 game where I
thought the pace was franctic enough to present a challenge. However, there is an aspect of the game that forces grind. Towers 9
and 10 really require either amazing skill at Match-3 or repeatedly clear tower 8 over and over until you have enough resources
to unlock and build a very specific unit.
If grinding tower 8 were challenging, maybe it would be fun. However after the first time you clear tower eight there is no
reason to worry about whether you lose. Suddenly the whole frantic aspect disappears and it becomes as simple as any other
Match-3 game until you finish the grind.
Getting stuck in grind mode this early in a match-3 game just flat out ruins my interest.. I tried to play for more than an hour but
the game itself just wouldn't allow me due to game-breaking glitches. It had potential to be something great but it was just
riddled with unpolished everything.. For what this game is, It's pretty solid. Just an atari style simple and fun game that helps
pass the time by yourself. :)
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Most amazing game and the best from worms collection a game played by all ages and a game of my childhood ^^. is wroms but
3d is ok but is really hard so 8/10. Ok, so you came to play Woodle 2, alright? You download it and load it up, but then you
click and the game crashes. So you learn not to click when the game's loading, and happen upon a vast expanse of Woodling
delight, but when you try to explore Woodle's domain, you fall right through the floor. The game is very challenging and
deceptive at times, but at the same coin, is still very epic and I love it.. i know we been begging to play and its our fault on
crying to play early so what you think a complete game? cmon its just a tip off the ice burg so cant complain lol good graphics
and scenerio cant wait for it to be finished. A trial version for 2016. I can't help but think this was a trial run for next year. A
new engine that was vastly improved over the old one, codies were definitely going in the right direction. It just needed that
tidying up over the edges, and thats what really lets it down.
I didn't even get the achievement for completing the pro race, and that says it all for this release tbh.

5.5\/10
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